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A PARAMETER STUDY OF SPALL CALCULATIONS IN OHE-DIMENS1ONAL

by

George N. Brotbeck

ABSTRACT

HYDRODYNAMICSCODES

Soall calculationswere made usina a r)ressurearadient sDall model
in the’one-dimensionalhydrodynamicsc6des”CIRCE, C6MB0, RICSHAW, and
SIN. The system for which these calculationswere carried out consisted
of a 10 cm. slab of Composition B high explosive adjacent to a 2.54 cm.
slab of aluminum. The results are presented in this paper, and it fs
shown that the calculated span layers are not sensitive to noise in the
rarefacttonwave, but that variations In the span constants can have a
significanteffect on the quantitative results obtained in the tension
region of the aluminum.

I. INTRODUCT:[ON

The original object of this study was a compar-

ison of the s.pallcalculationsdone by the one-

dimensionalLi~grangianhydrodynamicscodes CIRCE and

COMBO. These two codes are similar in that they

both use finite differencemethods to solve the flow

equations, necessitatingthe employment of an arti-

ficial viscosity to smear shock fronts across sev-

eral mass poirlts. However, COMBO’s initial shock

can be propagatedas a sharp, or nonsmeared shock,

whereas CIRCE’s initial shock is smeared. In each

code, an artificial viscous pressure contribution

to the total pressure is calculated for a mass point

whenever compressionsare indicated subsequent to

the initial shock.

The use of finite difference methods in the

solution of the flow equations causes a certain

amount of noise to appear in the solution. The ar-

tificial viscosity has a damping effect on the noise,

which is dependent on the type being used. Both

codes have the QLQ form of the artificial viscosity

developed by K. A. Meyer’ available to them, al-

though COMBO still makes frequent use of a quadratic

form. However, COMBO’s use of a sharp initial shock

should eliminate noise to a large extent, and so the

initial solutions behind this shock should appear

very smooth. When the sharp shock traveling through

a material encounters a vacuum, or another material

with appropriate conditions, a rarefaction is re-

flected back through the original material. Any

noise present behind the incident shock will be re-

flected in the rarefaction,so that reducing noise

behind the incident shock should reduce the noise

in the rarefaction. Hence, by reason of the pre-

vious discussion it was anticipated that COMBO

would give smoother rarefactionwaves than CIRCE.

To produce span, an area of tension must be

produced in a material. This involves the inter-

action of two rarefactions,producing the necessary

tension, and spalling of layers of the material to

relieve the tension. If noise is present in one or

both of the rarefactions,inaccurate locations of

these layers may result, accompanied by erroneous

span tensions in the material. It was felt at the

start of this study, for the reasons already cited,

that COMBO must give more accurate results than

CIRCE in predicting span phenomena.

To test this hypothesis, a relatively simple

physical system was desired for which good experi-

mental results were available. The system chosen

was a slab geometry configurationconsisting of

10 cm. of composition B high explosive adjacent to

2.54 cm. of aluminum. Air

be on the opposite side of

or vacuum was assumed to

the aluminum from the HE.
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Experimentaldata for this system was obtained from

a report by C. L. Mader.2

II. BEHAVIOR OF THE SYSTEM

The burning of the high explosive is accom-

plished by using a Chapman-Jouguetprocess, with a

Taylor wave following the detonation shock wave.

When the detonationwave reaches the aluminum, a

shock is transmittedinto the aluminum, and a shock

is reflected back into the HE. The reflected shock

interactswith the Taylor wave, modifying both to

some extent. The modified Taylor wave is transmit-

ted into the aluminum with some reflection into the

HE.

The interactionof primary interest occurs when

the shock in the aluminum reaches the air or vacuum

on the other side. Now a rarefaction is reflected

back into the aluminum, interactingwith the incom-

ing Taylor wave, which is itself a rarefaction. Thfs

interactionproduces tension in the alumlnum that

eventually results in spalling, as described in the

preceding section. This tension is evidenced in the

calculationby the appearanceof a negative pressure,

and the spalling will occur when this negative pres-

sure exceeds a limit which is calculated according

to the method described in the next sectfon. At

that time, layers of the aluminum will separate, and

in a nonconverginggeometry remain separated. This

separation can be measured experimentallyby using

the Phermex faci1ity to take flash radiographsof

the aluminumwhile span is occurring.

III. THE CALCULATIONALSPALL MODEL

The method used to calculate span

CIRCE is based on the pressure gradient

in COMBO and

span model.

When the tension in the aluminum exceeds the static

tensile strength, but is less than the ultfmate span

strength, the span tension is computed using the

formula3

(1) uS=uo+A~B

where U. is the static tensile strength, and A, B

are constants for a fixed material at a fixed tem-

perature. This temperaturedependence turns out to

be important and will be examined later. For alum-

inum at 300° K, we have uo = 0.001 mbar, A = 0.095,

B = 0.65, au = 0.05 mbar, where au is the ultimate

2

span strength, in megabars (mbar).

IV. CIRCE AND COMBO RESULTS

Figure 1 shows profiles of the pressures gen-

erated by the codes CIRCE and COMBO at a time when

the tension is well developed in the aluminum. The

free surface locations are shown as points having

zero pressure at the left side of the graph, all

points to the right being in the aluminum. Both

codes are using the QLQ viscosity to damp noise in

the rarefactionwave, which is traveling to the

right. The COMBO profile is not significantlydif-

ferent from CIRCE’s, so that no significantdiffer-

ences in spalling should occur.

To facilitate comparison,the first span lay-

er is chosen because the experimentaldata for it

are more reliable than that for subsequent layers.

Specifically,the data for this layer indicate a

thickness of 0.22 t 0.02 cm and a span tension of

16 * 5 kilobars (kbars), or a pressure of-16 * 5

kbar. The COMBO results predict a value ofO.26

* 0.01 for the layer thickness, and a span ten-
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sion of 22 t 1 kbar, while the CIRCE calculations

indicate a layer thicknessof 0.23 t 0.04 cm, and

span tension of 21 f 1 kbar. Variations in the

calculated results are a consequenceof modifying

a

the zoning in the aluminum,which may often be used

to achieve some reduction of the noise present in

the calculations.

On the whole, both codes tend to give thicker

layers and larger tensions than observed experimen-

tally. This is a direct consequenceof the oscilla-

tions in pressure in the rarefactionwave, as is

evident from studying (1) and the profiles in Fig. 1.

Consequentlywe concluded that COMBO did no better

than CIRCE in matching the experimentalresults,

even though it used an initial sharp shock.

Returning to the quadratic form of the artifi-

cial viscosity in COMBO did not improve the results,

and, in fact, gave slightly poorer matching with the

experimentaldata. The reason for this is evident

after looking at Fig. 2, showing the COMBO profiles

for both viscosities. The oscillationshave become

—- QLO VISCOSITY

‘--- QUAORATIC VISCOSITY

,I,LI
I I I

9.85 9.95 10.05 10.15

X-COORDINATE (cm )

Fig. 2. Effect of viscosity on the pressure
profiles.

worse using the quadratic viscosity, leading through

(1) to differences in the span calculations.
Finally, a COMBO option was examined in which

span is allowed at a fixed tension, irrespective

of the pressure gradient. The tension selected IS

supposed to be large enough so that noise is insig-

nificant by comparison. The present value used in

COMBO is 60 kbar. Figure 3 shows the CIRCE and

COMBO profiles at a time when the tension has

reached the 60 kbar level, and it is evident that

the noise is in fact only a small percentage of that

value. However, the span thickness of the first

layer is now approximately 1.2 cm, or more than four

times the previously calculated thickness, and about

five times the observed thickness of this layer.

This option is evidently not effective as a quan-

titative description of span for this problem, and

considering the relative insensitivityof the cal-

culations to the noise present in the rarefaction,

is probably an unnecessary precautionarymeasure.

v. RICSHAW AND SIN CALCULATIONS

The results of the preceding section were a

definite surprise in view of the anticipated
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findings set forth in the first section. It does

not appear possible to match the calculationsto the

observed data by variations in the zoning or viscos-

ity used’in CIRCE and COMBO. Therefore, the orig-

inal objectives, as defined in the first section,

were modified to determine what parameters could

affect the calculations in a favorable manner.

To obtain smoother pressure profiles in the

rarefaction, two additional codes were used, RICSHAW

and SIN. RICSHAW solves the flow equations using

the method of characteristics.* While it is also a

one-dimensionalLagrangian code, it does not employ

an artificial viscosity, treating the shocks as ac-

tual discontinuitiesin the flow. The equations are

solved at points of a characteristicsmesh, which

may be thought of as a transformationof the (x,t)-

plane, with the important property that initial dis-

continuitiesin the first derivativesof the solu-

tion are propagated along characteristics. In par-

ticular, characteristicsdefine the boundaries of

rarefactions,and the method of solution generates

very little noise, as can be seen in Figs. 1 and 3.

The two sets of characteristicscarry values of

u+candu - c respectively,where u is the particle

velocity and c is the local sound speed. For this

reason, RICSHAW is very sensitive to the type of

equation of state being used.

To check on equation of state effects, we con-

sulted C. L. Mader of LASL Group T-4, who suggested

the use of the SIN code for this purpose. SIN is a

one-dimensionalLagrangian code, using a PIC type

of artificialviscosity,which is quadratic in the

particle velocity. SIN also uses more realistic

equations of state than the previouslymentioned

codes, with options that give detailed descriptions

of HE burning. A comparisonof SIN and RICSHAW pro-

files is shown in Fig. 4, which also illustratesthe

effect of the equation of state on the RICSHAW pro-

file. There are significantdifferences in the pro-

files generated by the two codes, even when RICSHAW

uses the SIN equation of state. In our opinion, the

differences are attributableto the presence of the

artificial viscosity in the SIN code, although this

has not been thoroughly investigated. Another pos-

sibility is that the HE burn description is inade-

quate in RICSHAW, although several attempts at

*For more informationon this technique, see Ref. 4.
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modifying the RICSHAW burn had no significantef-

fect on the results shown in Fig. 4.

Using the COMBO equation of state, RICSHAW

gave a span thickness of 0.27 cm for the first

layer, and a span tension of 16.5 kbar. With the

SIN equation of state, the thickness of the first

layer increased to 0.29 cmwith no significant

change in the span tension. SIN indicates a thick-

ness of 0.25 cm, which is not surprising consider-

ing the positions of the two profiles in Fig. 4.

We concluded that modificationof the equation

of state would not give the desired effect on the

span calculations.

VI. THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE SPALL

CONSTANTS

The report by Thurston and Mudd (cited as

Ref. 3 in Section 111) indicated that the span

constantsUo, au, A and B of (l), Section III, are

sensitive to changes in temperature. The span

constants presently being used in CIRCE and COMBO

are for aluminum at 300° K. The constants all

20
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decrease w“lthincreasingtemperature,although no

analytical descriptionof this behavior appears to

be known at this time.

In studying the behavior of the rarefaction

wave, we noticed that the minimum pressure point

exhibited d time-dependentgrowth, and since its

location remained near the tail of the rarefaction

wave, the locat~on could also be described as a

function of time. Therefore$ by a crude interpola-

tion using the availabledata we could determine at

what time the minimum pressure, or maximum tension

point would be at a distance from the free surface

correspondingto the desired span layer thickness,

and the value of the span tension at that time.

Using formula (1) we could then determine any sin-

gle span constant if the others remained fixed.

Since UO is very small compared to uS, and decreas-

ingwith increasingtemperature,we decided to ig-

nore its cclntributionto the span tension, oS.

Furthermore,the best available data indicated that

the calculatedspan tension did not exceed the

decreased value of au, so that (1) was indeed ap-

plicable. Finally for a fixed change in tempera-

ture, the constantA appeared to change more than

the constant B, so that A was considered to have

the largest contributionto changes in uS. There-

fore, all constants but A were fixed, and A was

then determined so that (1) gave the desired span

pressure. This value ofAwas 0.078 (compared to

0.095 originally).

Using this value of A, RICSHAW gave a span

layer thickness ofO.23 cm and a span tension of

13.5 kbar. Both of these numbers are within the

range of experimentalerror given for this system.

We concluded that while this method was the

most promising in achieving the desired quantita-

tive improvementsin calculatingspan, much more

work should be done to bring the temperaturede-

pendence of the span constants out of the realm

of guessworkonto more solid theoretical grounds.

VII. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

We sunsnarizethe major conclusionsof our work

as

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

The presence of noise in the rarefaction

wave has no appreciableeffect on the span

calculations.

As a direct consequenceof (l), the de-

fault span option allowing span at a

preassigned fixed tension is not necessary.

Changing the equation of state will not

necessarily improve the quantitative re-

sults of the span calculation.

While changing the span constants to

allow for their temperature variation

produces satisfactory agreement between

calculation and experiment, the theoreti-

cal basis for such a nmdification is not

complete enough to allow for generaliza-

tion of the results obtained in this

study.
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